Healthcare and Life Sciences
Compliance for the Azure Cloud

As a HITRUST certified company, compliance is at our core. We’re bringing
innovation to healthcare, combining our years of industry - exclusive
compliance expertise and Azure cloud technology to help you digitally
transform your organization. Compliance shouldn’t be the reason you can’t
modernize; it should be the reason you can, and ClearDATA can help.
				

With the ClearDATA compliance offering for Azure, we’ll help you easily
transition to the cloud without risking compliance, while leveraging the same Microsoft platform you’re
already familiar with. Our visual dashboard and safeguards revolutionize the way compliance is monitored,
so you’ll never go off the rails.

Innovate Safely in the Cloud with Automated Safeguards
We empower you to innovate with confidence by providing direct access to the Azure console, API, and command line interfaces, while ensuring compliance is enforced throughout the service lifecycle. Our Automated Safeguards
for Azure enforce compliance for the following BAA-covered Azure services:
Azure Analysis Services

Azure Directory

Azure Machine Learning Service

Azure API for FHIR

Azure Disk Storage

Azure Monitor

Azure App Gateway

Azure DNS

AzureNetwork Security Group

Azure App Service

Azure Event Grid

Azure Portal

Azure Container Registry

Azure Event Hubs

Azure SQL Database

Azure Cosmos DB

Azure Functions

Azure SQL Data Warehouse

Azure Databricks

Azure Key Vault

Azure Storage Account

Azure Data Factory

Azure Kubernetes Service

Azure Virtual Machines

Azure Data Lake Storage

Azure Load Balancer

Azure Virtual Network

Azure Log Analytics

One Comprehensive BAA
ClearDATA has developed a purpose-built shared responsibility model that combines architecture guidance,
optimized delivery configurations and packaging options to provide additional security and processes on top of the
Azure cloud. Paired with our HITRUST 9.1-certified processes and controls, we extend the Azure BAA and ensure
that covered services and Virtual Machines deployed in Azure protect your sensitive data and map appropriately to
your applications.
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Visualize and Prove Your Compliance Posture
ClearDATA’s Compliance Dashboard visualizes your adherence to
the complex and evolving technical safeguards necessary for
storing, processing, or transmitting sensitive data.
Mapped directly to regulatory standards such as HIPAA, GDPR,
NIST, and GxP, the Compliance Dashboard gives you at-a-glance
visibility into your compliance posture presently and over time.

Proven Expertise to Manage Your Azure Environment
As a Microsoft Gold Certified partner focused exclusively on the evolving compliance and security needs of
healthcare, we offer comprehensive solutions for organizations wanting to leverage the speed, agility, and
power of the cloud. From data privacy to data locality, our consultative approach simplifies the design and
management of healthcare applications built for the Azure cloud.
Azure Certifications:
• AZ-100: Microsoft Azure Infrastructure and Deployment
• AZ-103: Microsoft Azure Administrator
• AZ-203: Developing Solutions for Microsoft Azure

About ClearDATA
Healthcare professionals across the globe trust the ClearDATA HITRUST-certified cloud to
safeguard their sensitive data and power their critical applications available across the major
public cloud platforms. For healthcare organizations, customers receive one of the most
comprehensive Business Associate Agreements (BAA) in the industry, combined with marketleading healthcare-exclusive security and compliance solutions, and multi-cloud expertise.
ClearDATA’s innovative platform of solutions and services protects customers from data privacy
risks, improves their data management, and scales their healthcare IT infrastructure, enabling the
industry to focus on making healthcare better by improving healthcare, every single day.
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